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Abstract 
Notwithstanding the discreteness of metallic constrictions, it is shown that the finite elasticity of 
stable, single-atom gold constrictions allows for a continuous and reversible change in 
conductance, thereby enabling observation of channel saturation and conductance quantization. 
The observed channel saturation and signature for conductance quantization is achieved by 
superposition of atomic/subatomic-scale oscillations on a retracting/approaching gold tip against 
a gold substrate of a scanning probe. Results also show that conductance histograms are neither 
suitable for evaluating the stability of atomic configurations through peak positions or peak 
height nor appropriate for assessing conductance quantization. A large number of atomic 
configurations with similar conductance values give rise to peaks in the conductance histogram. 
The positions of the peaks and counts at each peak can be varied by changing the conditions 
under which the histograms are made. Histogram counts below 1ܩ௢ cannot necessarily be 







Realization of electronic devices based on atomic-sized metal or metal-molecule hybrid 
systems1-4 requires a fundamental understanding of conditions under which conductance 
quantization prevails,5 their electronic structure and regulation of electron transmission 
behavior,6-19 and their mechanical stability against disruptive forces of entropic thermal 
fluctuations.20-23 In addition, positioning and manipulation of individual atoms requires 
fundamental understanding of the operative forces,24-27 and the ability to measure them.28-37 
Whereas quantization of conductance was first shown experimentally using two-dimensional 
electron gas,38-39 its demonstration in atomic-sized metal constrictions has been stymied by the 
difficulty of continuously varying the diameter of the constriction on the scale of the Fermi 
wavelength (which is on the same order of inter-atomic distances in metals) without causing a 
concomitant atomic rearrangement within the constriction. The signature of conductance 
quantization in metal point contacts would be relatively straightforward if stepwise changes in 
conductance only occurred at integer multiples of 2݁ଶ ݄⁄  (ൌ 1ܩ௢ ൎ 77.48 ߤܵ), the quantum of 
conductance, as the diameter of the constriction is mechanically increased or decreased; ݁ is the 
quantum of charge and ݄ is the Planck constant. Instead, the interdependence between atomic 
(re)arrangement and observed conductance not only give rise to stepwise change in conductance 
at integer multiples of ܩ௢, but also at non- integer values of ܩ௢. To illustrate, Fig. 1(a-c) shows 
example conductance traces for gold, as the constrictions are being broken down to the last atom 
(experimental details are given later). In these example traces, the last few conductance plateaus 
mainly take integer or near-integer values of ܩ௢ prior to being ruptured. This could be construed 
as proof of conductance quantization.40 However Fig. 2(a-c) shows other observed traces for 
gold where plateaus can be seen at various non-integer values of ܩ௢. In other words, although the 
change in conductance is discrete (or stepwise), it is not quantized. The observation of non-
integer conductance plateaus is not accidental either. They occur frequently indicating that the 
system does not show any particular preference to assume conductance values only at integer 
multiples of ܩ௢. 
In an attempt to extract the signature for conductance quantization from such experiments, what 
is referred to as the conductance histogram was introduced,41-42 which plots the cumulative 
counts at a given value of conductance over repeated experiments; conductance histograms were 
initially used to study the effect of electronic structure on observed conductance in various 
elements.43 Figure 3 shows a series of gold conductance histograms, where successive 
histograms represent the collective total of all preceding experimental cycles. The inset in Fig. 3 
shows a zoom-in view of the first three peaks. Distinct peaks can be seen to occur at or close to 
integer multiples of ܩ௢ (dotted vertical lines in the inset of Fig. 3). Moreover, except for an 
increase in the number of counts with additional experimental cycles, the position of peaks 
remains unchanged. From such histograms, it has been posited that even though the observed 
values of conductance may assume integer and non-integer values of ܩ௢, the fact that peaks only 
occur at or near integers of ܩ௢ constitutes or at least strongly suggests proof of conductance 
quantization.41-42 This is the principal argument for using histograms as a validation tool for 
conductance quantization in metals. In addition, a characteristic sequence of peaks for sodium 
conductance histograms (peaks at 1, 3, 5, and 6ܩ௢, with peaks at 2, 4 and 7 being absent) has 
been reported and cited as a signature of conductance quantization.44 However, a small but well-
defined peak is observed at 2ܩ௢ in both sodium and potassium histograms.
45 In addition, two of 
the authors in Ref. [44] subsequently questioned the validity of using conductance histograms as 
a proof for conductance quantization, instead interpreting the peaks as arising from preferred 
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atomic reconfigurations.46 Nonetheless, these authors noted that their original interpretation of 
the characteristic sequence in sodium conductance histogram in Ref. [44] as a signature of 
conductance quantization would be “difficult to explain by other models”, while adding that the 
role of preferred atomic rearrangements has to be considered in interpreting conductance 
histograms.46 
Since the number of valence electrons has been shown to equal the number of available 
channels,47 a one-atom constriction of monovalent gold has a single available channel for 
conductance. Therefore, a histogram of a true single-atom gold constriction should have a 
precipitous drop in counts at values exceeding 1ܩ௢. Yet, an examination of conductance 
histograms in Fig. 3 shows a continuous and significant number of counts at values just over 
1ܩ௢. This is indicative of contribution to counts in the first peak from contacts larger than a 
single atom; although, to-date, there have been no means of separating these contributions other 
than by direct observation in a transmission electron microscope (TEM).48-49 The possibility of 
different sized contacts having similar conductance values also cannot be excluded. The counts 
in the histogram change continuously from one peak to another, indicating that over repeated 
experimental cycles the system assumes all intermediate states. In this regard, previous studies 
have shown that these intermediate counts arise from fluctuations between metastable atomic 
configurations having slightly different transmission probabilities and transitions between 
different configurations manifesting as random telegraphic noise (RTN).50 
Naturally, a focal point of discussion on what constitutes proof of conductance quantization has 
centered on interpreting and understanding the origins of the observed peaks in conductance 
histograms. As noted earlier, an alternate viewpoint is that peaks in conductance histograms 
represent favorable or stable atomic configurations, arising from electronic and shell effects.44, 51-
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53 Force measurements on gold constrictions have also been performed simultaneously with 
conductance measurements, which show the correlation between mechanical rearrangements of 
the constriction and the observed conductance.36-37 These results found that a stepwise change in 
conductance was always accompanied by a stepwise change in force, indicating the lockstep 
process of atomic rearrangement of the constriction with a stepwise change in conductance.54-55 
In addition, elongation of gold contacts in multiples of distance that are consistent with slip on 
{111} closed-packed planes of gold have been observed.35 Simultaneous measurement of 
conductance and force during the rupture of a gold constriction is illustrated in Fig. 4(a-b), which 
shows that the stepwise change in conductance is mirrored by a stepwise change in the measured 
force as the constriction is being pulled apart from an initially very large size (~27ܩ௢, where 
quantized effects are not expected) down to a single atom whose length scale is pertinent to 
observation of quantized conductance. More recently, peaks in conductance histograms have 
been theoretically revisited using molecular dynamic simulations and conductance calculations 
based on tight binding model.56 These results show that the minimum cross sectional area of the 
contacts is not the only factor, but that contact geometry and disorder also plays an important 
role. The authors noted that a consequence of this interplay is that contacts of different radii may 
have the same conductance. For the conditions used, their conclusion was that the peak at 1ܩ௢ is 
a result of a single-atom or atomic chain. 
The data shown in Fig. 1-4 is not just meant as an aid to literature survey, and its subtleties are 
discussed in further detail in the following. There are pitfalls to assigning the measured 
conductance value (for example, 1ܩ௢) to a contact of a given size (for example, a one-atom 
constriction), and has to be ascertained. The interpretation of what constitutes conductance 
quantization is far more nuanced. The finite elasticity and stability of particular atomic 
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configurations provides an avenue for extracting the signature for conductance quantization, and 
these issues are discussed in detail in the following. 
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
Gold films (200 nm thick) were deposited on a silicon substrate using magnetron sputtering at Ar 
partial pressure of 3 mtorr in an ultra-high vacuum chamber whose base pressure is ~10-8-10-9 
torr. The gold target used for sputtering was 99.999% pure. A modified atomic force microscope 
(Ambios Q-Scope Nomad) was used for force-elongation measurements at room temperature. 
The modified AFM assembly consisted of a dual piezo configuration to control the x-, y-, and z-
position of the substrate relative to the cantilever tip. The use of dual piezos for coarse and fine 
alignment of the substrate relative to the cantilever tip provides low noise and high resolution. 
The minimum step size of the dual piezo assembly was 4 picometer and the noise was ~5 
picometer. The cantilevers used for force measurements had a spring constant of ~11 N/m 
(Veeco Probes). Apart from the rated spring constant provided by the vendor, the cantilever tips 
were independently calibrated.57 The photo-detector was calibrated using the well established 
optical deflection technique (ODT). The cantilever tip was coated with 60 nm thick gold film. 
During deposition the cantilever was periodically rotated relative to the sputtering gun to 
enhance uniformity of the coating on the cantilever tip. While simultaneous measurements of 
conductance and the force-elongation curves were made using the above described apparatus, all 
other measurements were made using a custom built, inert atmosphere STM assembly at room 
temperature. The STM assembly also utilizes the dual piezo configuration. The gold STM tips 
were prepared by electrochemical etching of an annealed 250 μm diameter gold wire of 99.999% 
purity. The sharpness of the STM tip is critical for controlled formation of stable atomic sized 
point contacts, and the process used to prepare the tips was carefully optimized. The electrolyte 
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used is a mixture of 50% hydrochloric acid and 50% ethanol at an etching voltage of 2.4 V. Both 
AFM and STM assemblies were mounted on a three-stage vibration isolation system for 
enhanced stability of the constrictions and to minimize the effect of any spurious mechanical 
vibrations. The probe chamber for STM and AFM measurements as well as the vibration 
isolation system was enclosed in an acoustic chamber and a Faraday cage. Separately, the entire 
electronics and data acquisition hardware were also enclosed in another Faraday cage to 
minimize electrical interference. All AFM and STM measurements as well as tip mounting were 
done at room temperature in an inert atmosphere (Ar). The contacts were formed by indenting 
the STM tips against a 200 nm thick gold film sputter-deposited on a silicon substrate. The STM 
tip is capable of translation along the x-, y-, and z-axes relative to the substrate, with a minimum 
step size of 4 pm and measured noise of ~5 pm. Apart from the vendor specifications (Physik 
Instrumente, GmbH), the fine piezo was calibrated using an absolute method, viz., forming a 
parallel-plate capacitor between the tip and substrate holder plates. Amplitudes of superimposed 
oscillations on the tip-substrate assembly ranged from 0.05 nm to 0.5 nm (peak-to-peak) at 
frequencies ranging from 0.1 to 100 Hz, with most experiments done at 3 Hz. 
The data acquisition hardware consists of a real-time controller, a field-programmable gate array 
(FPGA), and a data acquisition system. The FPGA is a reprogrammable silicon chip embedded 
in the controller, that once programmed, is capable of running a large number of parallel 
operations at very high speeds.  The host computer, controller, and FPGA interact to control the 
probe assembly, each of which requires their own (LabView) program. The host computer passes 
variables to the real-time controller which can then pass values to the FPGA. In this architecture, 
the controller is only being used as a ‘middle man’ between the host computer and the FPGA. 
There are two output modules (National Instruments 9263) each having 4 analog output 
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channels; four channels from one module are used to send voltage signals to the four piezo 
voltage amplifiers and one channel is used from the second module to control the bias voltage. 
There is also an input module (National Instruments 9215) that reads the actual bias voltage 
coming from the bias voltage signal and the voltage signal coming from the current amplifier. 
These two signals are measured by the FPGA to compute the conductance of the point contact, 
which is used as a set point during various modes of operation. The input module (National 
Instruments 9215) has four separate A/D convertors that simultaneously acquire the conductance, 
bias voltage, and force (for AFM). 
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For conductance histograms, the traces were recorded while the contact was being broken at a 
specified retraction rate and a bias voltage of 250 mV (this bias voltage is used throughout the 
rest of this work unless otherwise specified). The bin size of the conductance histograms is 
0.02ܩ௢. The program is capable of automatically building the histograms as the traces are being 
acquired. While the conductance signal is being acquired, the standard deviation can be 
automatically calculated and written to a separate file at a rate of 20 Hz; 1000 conductance data 
points (50 milliseconds at 20 kHz) are used for each standard deviation data point. The discrete 
steps in the conductance signal are due to atomic (structural) rearrangements that lead to a 
change in conductance. As discussed later, the sections of data that correspond to these transition 
regions were manually eliminated since they give a spurious contribution to the standard 
deviation.  Only plateaus that exist for at least 200 ms without discrete steps are counted to 
ensure that the configuration is stable. For noise analysis, the point contacts were formed at a 
speed of 1 nm/s until the size was greater than 20ܩ௢ so each point contact is guaranteed to have a 
new geometry. The contact was then retracted at a rate of 0.25 nm/s until the conductance was 
10ܩ௢ and then retracted at a rate of 3.5 pm/sec until the contact was broken for the actual noise 
measurements. The retraction rate of 3.5 pm/s was the slowest rate that could consistently break 
the contact from a size of approximately 10 atoms. The slowest possible retraction rate was 
chosen to minimize the effect of strain; at even slower retraction rates the diffusion of atoms into 
the constriction caused the contact to grow faster than it could consistently be broken. 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Consider in detail the characteristics of the conductance trace shown in Fig. 2(c). The long 
plateau at ~1ܩ௢ stretches by 0.305 nm prior to rupturing. A zoom-in view of this conductance 
trace along with its simultaneously measured force-elongation curve is shown in Fig. 5(a) and 
5(b), respectively. Several observations can be made from Fig. 5. Notice that the short-duration 
telegraphic conductance fluctuation around 1.54ܩ௢ in Fig. 5(a) is mirrored by a simultaneous 
change in force in Fig. 5(b), revealing that the origins of such random telegraphic noise (RTN) is 
atomic reconfiguration of the constriction; force changes associated with RTN are discussed in 
detail later. Next, note that the long plateau at ~1ܩ௢ in fact consists of (at least) two distinct 
atomic configurations, as seen from the stepwise change in force at the point of (small) stepwise 
change in conductance from 1.17ܩ௢ to 1.02ܩ௢. This highlights the fact that a small stepwise 
change in conductance does not necessarily mean a small jump in force, the latter being a 
function of the spring constant for the rupturing atomic configuration, its elasticity, and the state 
into which it transitions. Moreover, the force-deflection curve in Fig. 5(b) only tells that an 
atomic reconfiguration has occurred, not the number of atoms involved in the reconfiguration. In 
fact, the inset in Fig. 5(a) shows that the conductance plateau remains above 1ܩ௢, except for a 
brief dip. Yet, counts from such a plateau would be routinely added to the profile of the first peak 
in a conductance histogram without distinction. 
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Next, consider the conductance trace shown earlier in Fig. 1(c). A zoom-in view of this trace is 
shown in Fig. 6(a) along with its simultaneously measured force-deflection curve in Fig. 6(b). 
Figure 6(a) shows that the long plateau at ~1ܩ௢ in fact undergoes several atomic 
reconfigurations. The first atomic reconfiguration is signaled by the large stepwise change in 
force corresponding to a small but finite stepwise change in conductance from 1.05ܩ௢ to 0.99ܩ௢. 
Again, notice that a small change in conductance does not necessarily mean a small jump in 
force. A series of atomic reconfigurations occurs towards the end of the plateau, which results in 
a telegraphic fluctuation followed by the rupture of the contact. At first sight, this elongated 
plateau at ~1ܩ௢, which extends by ~0.62 nm prior to rupturing {see note in Ref. [58]}, might be 
construed as the process of chain formation. However, it cannot even be ascertained whether the 
plateaus at 1.05ܩ௢, 0.99ܩ௢, and 0.84ܩ௢ corresponds to a single-atom constriction, let alone any 
suggestion of chain formation. As noted earlier, the force-deflection curves only tell that an 
atomic reconfiguration has occurred, and not the number of atoms involved in these 
reconfigurations. Although 1ܩ௢ is the maximum threshold for a gold single-atom constriction, 
the reverse is not true. A two-atom constriction is later shown to give rise to net conductance 
close to or even below 1ܩ௢, and in fact this has been found to occur frequently. Though in terms 
of a conductance histogram, the counts from such a long plateau at ~1ܩ௢ are ordinarily added to 
the first peak at ~1ܩ௢. 
Next, consider a conductance trace whose last conductance plateau is consistently below 1ܩ௢. 
Figure 7(a) shows such a trace along with its simultaneously measured force-elongation curve in 
Fig. 7(b). The inset in Fig. 7(a) shows a zoom-in view of the plateau at ~1ܩ௢ and its 
corresponding force deflection curve. Figure 7 shows that a telegraphic change in conductance 
occurs within the last plateau that triggers a corresponding change in the measured force, while 
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this atomic rearrangement causes only a minimal change in conductance (from ~0.97ܩ௢ to 
~0.95ܩ௢). The telegraphic change in conductance occurs when the constriction has been 
stretched by 0.31 nm, following which the constriction elongates by 0.115 nm before rupturing, 
for a total elongation of 0.425 nm.59 Figure 8 shows another example where the last conductance 
plateau is consistently below 1ܩ௢, along with its simultaneously measured force-elongation 
curve in Fig. 8(b). The conductance trace in Fig. 8(a) can be seen to undergo multiple atomic 
reconfigurations prior to rupturing, as reflected in the corresponding jumps in the measured force 
in Fig. 8(b). In the examples shown in Fig. 7 and 8, it is again stressed that it cannot be assumed 
that the last conductance plateau corresponds to a single-atom constriction. While such traces 
could be likely candidates for further scrutinizing the formation of atomic chains, a priori it 
cannot be assumed; TEM offers one route for ascertaining the constriction diameter.48-49,60 
Moreover, without such certainty, no such discretion can be exercised in building a conductance 
histogram corresponding to a single atom constriction. 
Figure 9 and 10 shows examples of conductance traces that undergo random telegraphic noise in 
conductance during the process of rupturing the constrictions, along with their simultaneously 
measured force-elongation curves. The window in Fig. 9 shows that the conductance 
telegraphically fluctuates back and forth between approximately 5ܩ௢ and 6ܩ௢ upon stretching. 
Figure 9(b) shows that the origin of these fluctuations is atomic rearrangement of the constriction 
between two metastable configurations. The force-elongation curve in Fig. 9(b) shows a finite 
restoring force for the two configurations. In contrast, for the example shown in Fig. 10, notice 
the short duration RTN just above 1ܩ௢, which causes a local change in the slope of the measured 
force (force constant), giving an apparently reduced force constant. 
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Figure 11(a) and Fig. 11(b) shows two examples of RTN with the piezo being stationary (no 
retraction or extension of the piezo). In these examples, thermal fluctuations cause instability in 
the constrictions, which manifest as RTN, and the cantilever detects the resulting change in force 
as the system transition between different levels. Figure 11(a) represents the simpler case of two-
level fluctuations, whereas Figure 11(b) represents more complicated multi-level fluctuations; 
see Ref. [50] for detailed discussion of RTN in metal constrictions. The dotted vertical lines in 
Fig. 11(a), and the highlighted windows in Fig. 11(b) shows the correlation between change in 
conductance and measured force. In other words, the origin of RTN induced by retraction of the 
piezo (for example, Figs. 9 and 10) as well as those induced by thermal fluctuations (Fig. 11) are 
a result of atomic reconfiguration of the constrictions. For other origins of RTN, see Ref. [6, 16, 
61-69]. In particular, earlier work on larger diameter metal nanocontacts (where quantized 
conductance is not dominant) by Ralls and Buhrman68-69 was attributed to the fluctuation of 
metastable defects between discrete configurations. In contrast, in the present study, as well as in 
a recent study50, mechanical or thermal perturbations causes the metastable contact geometry to 
fluctuate between discrete configurations leading to slightly different transmission probabilities, 
and manifesting as RTN. Non-mechanical origins of RTN is beyond the scope of the present 
study, and will be discussed in the future. 
From above discussion, the following observations are made: 
Observation-1: A small stepwise jump in conductance does not necessarily mean a small 
stepwise change in force. The magnitude of the force jump is a function of the force constant of 
the atomic configuration being ruptured, its elasticity, and the state into which it transitions. 
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Observation-2: Conductance traces below 1ܩ௢ cannot necessarily be assumed to arise from a 
single-atom constriction from an inspection of conductance traces alone. Although 1ܩ௢ is the 
maximum threshold for a gold single-atom constriction, the reverse is not true. A two-atom 
constriction could also give rise to a net conductance close to or even below 1ܩ௢.  
Observation-3: Force-deflection curves only tell that an atomic reconfiguration has occurred, 
not the number of atoms involved in the reconfiguration. 
Observation-4: Adding counts to the first peak in conductance histogram from traces at ~1ܩ௢ 
does not equate to a single-atom constriction or proof of conductance quantization. Additionally, 
it does not necessarily indicate a particular atomic configuration of high stability. A peak could 
equally likely be the result of superposition of counts from different atomic configurations. The 
monotony of scrutinizing each trace for its contact size cannot be substituted by non-discriminate 
statistics on a dataset, however large. 
Observation-5: A simple inspection of plateaus at ~1ܩ௢ is not a proof of chain formation, 
unless ascertained by other means (such as TEM). 
Observation-6: There exists a multitude of atomic configurations that give rise to quasi-
continuous values of conductance in a histogram. 
It is clear from the conductance traces and load-deflection curves that there exists a multitude of 
atomic configurations. Compounding this problem is the fact that different atomic configurations 
may have the same conductance value. The number of counts at a given conductance value in a 
histogram makes no such distinction. Yet, peaks in histograms have been attributed to either 
conductance quantization,41-42, 44 or more recently, the existence of particularly stable atomic 
configurations.44, 46, 51-53 For the latter, an assessment of relative stabilities of atomic 
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configurations cannot be obtained from a histogram and requires a mechanistic understanding of 
how various atomic configurations responds to a perturbation. Description of mechanical 
stability of an atomic configuration would require knowledge of both the spring constant ݇ and 
elongation ݔ; within the energy landscape, the change in elastic potential energy of an atomic 
configuration being ∆ܷ ൌ ׬ ݇ݔ݀ݔ
௫೑
௫೔
. Therefore, a question that naturally arises is: how are 
various atomic configurations represented or assimilated in a conductance histogram? One 
avenue is to analyze the characteristic noise of each conductance plateau, corresponding to each 
atomic configuration. However, prior to making such analysis, artifacts arising from stepwise 
segments within a given plateau (for example, those arising from RTN) must be eliminated. This 
is not only because RTN represents transitions between different atomic configurations (as 
shown in Fig. 9-11), but also because if such stepwise segments are included, the resulting 
analysis will give spuriously high noise. This is illustrated in Fig. 12(a) with an example, where 
the constriction is seen to undergo RTN between two distinct atomic configurations (labeled as 
Level-1 and Level-2). The inset in Fig. 12(a) shows a zoom-in view of the two levels. The 
highlighted schematic (green) bins in the inset show the sections of the trace containing the 
stepwise jumps between the two levels. Figure 12(b) is the conductance histogram of the entire 
trace in Fig. 12(a), which shows that the conductance either lies in Level-1 or in Level-2, with no 
counts in between. Figure 12(c) is the standard deviation of all the bins from the trace in Fig. 
12(a). The data points within the red ellipse (on the left) and blue ellipse (on the right) in Fig. 
12(c) correspond to the true standard deviation of Level-1 and Level-2, respectively. All other 
data points in Fig. 12(c) arise from bins that contain the stepwise change between Level-1 and 
Level-2. These data points not only give rise to spurious data points at conductance values that 
do not exist in the histogram shown in Fig. 12(b), but also give rise to spuriously high standard 
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deviation for either level (for example, points enclosed in the dotted rectangle). This is the reason 
why all stepwise changes in conductance have to be eliminated in noise analysis, however 
laborious. (This type of artifact in noise can be easily demonstrated by binning a square wave 
from a function generator). In this manner, every stepwise change in all recorded conductance 
traces was manually eliminated, and the resulting plot is shown in Fig. 13(a). The striking feature 
of the ‘dust map’ in Fig. 13(a) is the quasi-continuous distribution of conductance values 
assumed by various plateaus. Figure 13(b) is a zoom-in view of the dust map in the vicinity of 
1ܩ௢. The red curve in Fig. 13(b) is the average standard deviation of the dust map, whereas the 
lower green curve roughly outlines the lower bound of the standard deviation. Notice the 
existence of numerous local minima both above and below 1ܩ௢. The force-elongation curves 
shown earlier corroborate the existence of these states above and below 1ܩ௢. Also note that even 
with thousands of data points in the dust map, there is a distinct lower bound for the standard 
deviation. Figure 14(a-b) juxtaposes, respectively, the average value of the standard deviation 
[obtained from the dust map in Fig. 13(a)] with a histogram shown earlier in Fig. 3. The general 
minima of the average value of the standard deviation matches well with the peaks in a 
conventional conductance histogram. Additionally, Fig. 14(a) reveals numerous local minima at 
far higher resolution. Although the dust map provides information on the quasi-continuous 
nature of atomic configurations at a higher resolution than a conventional histogram, it still does 
not provide any information on the number of atoms in each configuration. For example, the 
local minima just above 1ܩ௢ could not arise from a single-atom constriction. At the same time, 




The conductance of a single-atom gold constriction would saturate at 1ܩ௢ under a perturbation 
and would constitute an unambiguous signature of conductance quantization. In this regard, let 
us consider the effect of a mechanical perturbation in the form of a small mechanical oscillation 
of subatomic or atomic-scale amplitude that is superimposed on the retracting gold tip, as shown 
schematically in the inset of Fig. 15(a). The resulting histograms at different (peak-to-peak) 
amplitudes are shown in Fig. 15(a). For reference, the topmost trace in Fig. 15(a) is the 
histogram without any oscillation (from Fig. 3). Figure 15(a) shows that with increasing 
amplitude of oscillation the peak height decreases and the peaks shift to higher conductance 
values. In other words, peak position is not an intrinsic feature of the metal system but depends 
on experimental conditions. Figure 15(b) shows a zoom-in view of peak shift around 1ܩ௢ and is 
used in the following to discuss the efficacy of applying a small oscillating strain in 
distinguishing counts arising from a single atom versus multiple atoms and conductance 
quantization effects. 
Figure 16(a) shows a prototypical example (representing the behavior of thousands of similarly 
behaving contacts) of a two-atom contact that has net conductance close to 1ܩ௢. Figure 16(a) 
shows that the conductance changes continuously and reversibly below and above 1ܩ௢ as the tip 
is elongated and retracted, and such traces cannot be attributed to a single-atom contact. Equally 
significant is the fact that depending on the strain state of the system, such a configuration could 
take a range of conductance values both above and below 1ܩ௢ over repeated experiments. In a 
conventional histogram, counts from such a contact would be assigned to the first peak at 1ܩ௢ 
without any recourse to their distinction from true single-atom contacts, which highlights the 
futility of using the conventional conductance histograms. 
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In contrast, a prototypical example of a conductance trace for a true single-atom contact is shown 
in Fig. 16(b) as the tip is elongated and retracted. Figure 16(b) shows the hallmark of 
conductance quantization, viz., saturation at 1ܩ௢ due to the availability of only a single channel 
for conductance across a single gold atom. Figure 16(c) shows the reversible nature of change in 
conductance with repeated piezo cycling of the contact corresponding to Fig. 16(a), whereas Fig. 
16(d) shows the same for the contact corresponding to Fig. 16(b). In this manner, every trace 
used to build the histograms in Fig. 15 was analyzed, and the resulting histograms for true one-
atom contacts are shown in Fig. 17(a-c) at three different amplitudes (0.1, 0.2, 0.3 nm peak-to-
peak, respectively). In Fig. 17(a-c), the red trace represents counts in the vicinity of 1ܩ௢ arising 
from two-atom contacts, and the dotted line is the cumulative of all counts akin to a traditional 
histogram. Notice the abrupt drop in counts in histograms for true one-atom contacts (blue trace) 
at conductance values exceeding 1ܩ௢; the slight overshoot in histograms for one-atom contacts is 
due to the allowance for noise in the conductance signal. Figure 17(c) shows that with increasing 
amplitude, the count contribution to the first peak from a single-atom contact becomes negligible 
(in other words, a true single-atom contact rarely forms at high amplitudes). This observed trend 
also explains the observed shift of peaks in Fig. 15(b) to higher conductance values because at 
higher amplitudes, most of the contributions to the peak at 1ܩ௢ come from two-atom contacts. 
Figure 17(d) shows the profile of the entire histogram after size-sorting to higher ܩ௢ values. 
Next, consider the mechanical susceptibility of the contacts (defined as ∆ܩ/∆݀; see Fig. 18). For 
these measurements, the profile of the tip oscillation is shown in Fig. 18(a). The plateaus of zero 
amplitude between tip oscillations help determine ∆ܩ and also ensure in subsequent analysis that 
the contact had reversibly returned back to its initial state after each excitation cycle, as shown in 
Fig. 18(b); the subscripts ‘C’ and ‘T’ represent contact in compression (piezo elongation) and 
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tensions (piezo retraction), respectively. Figure 19(a) shows a prototypical example of a single-
atom contact with near perfect transmission, highlighting saturation at 1ܩ௢. For such contacts, 
Fig. 19(b) shows that ∆ܩ is virtually unchanged under compression, and represents the limiting 
case of ∆ܩ/∆݀  approaching zero. In contrast, Figure 19(c) shows a prototypical example of a 
two-atom contact whose conductance changes continuously across 1ܩ௢ with piezo elongation 
and retraction, giving a finite value of ∆ܩ/∆݀, as shown in Fig. 19(d). The resulting plot of 
∆ܩ/∆݀ in the vicinity of 1ܩ௢ is shown in Fig. 20(a); the inset in Fig. 20(a) shows the standard 
deviation of the data for single-atom contacts. A salient feature of this plot is the asymptotic drop 
in mechanical susceptibility to zero for single-atom contacts, and may be taken as another 
manifestation of the observed channel saturation. Another salient feature of Fig. 20(a) is the 
distinct jump in mechanical susceptibility upon transition from single-atom contacts to two-atom 
contacts; Fig. 20(b) shows similar behavior for larger sized contacts. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
Using mechanical perturbation, the present study shows the hallmark of conductance 
quantization for a gold single-atom constriction, namely, saturation at 1ܩ௢ due to the availability 
of only a single channel for conductance for monovalent gold. The asymptotic drop in 
mechanical susceptibility to zero is another manifestation of channel saturation. Notwithstanding 
the discreteness of metallic constrictions, the finite elasticity of sufficiently stable constrictions 
allows for small continuous change in conductance and the ability to observe channel saturation. 
There exists a multitude of atomic configurations that give rise to quasi-continuous values of 
conductance in a histogram. A large number of atomic configurations with similar conductance 
values gives rise to peaks in the conductance histogram. They tell us nothing about the stability 
18 
 
of the atomic configurations, nor constitute a proof of conductance quantization. Position of the 
peaks and counts at each peak can be varied by changing the experimental conditions. 
Conductance traces below 1ܩ௢ cannot necessarily be assumed to arise from single-atom 
constrictions from an inspection of conductance traces alone. A two-atom constriction could also 
give rise to net conductance close to or even below 1ܩ௢. The mechanical perturbation approach 
offers a way to identify a true single atom constriction. 
The monotony of scrutinizing the characteristics of each trace cannot be substituted by a non-
discriminate statistics on a dataset, however large. 
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FIG. 1. (a-c) Three example conductance traces at room temperature for gold, where the last few 
conductance plateaus mainly take integer or near-integer values of ܩ௢ prior to being ruptured. 
FIG. 2. (a-c) Three example conductance traces at room temperature for gold, where the last few 
conductance plateaus take various non-integer values of ܩ௢ prior to being ruptured. 
FIG. 3. A series of gold conductance histograms at room temperature, where successive 
histograms represent the collective total of all preceding experimental cycles (from 400 to 5000). 
The inset shows the zoom-in view of the histograms corresponding to the first three peaks. The 
retraction speed of the piezo is 1 nm/s. 
FIG. 4. Simultaneous measurement of (a) conductance and (b) force during the rupture of a gold 
constriction at room temperature. The retraction speed of the piezo is 5 nm/s. 
FIG. 5. (a) A zoom-in view of the conductance trace shown in Fig. 2(c), along with (b) the 
simultaneously measured force-elongation curve. The trace reveals a small stepwise change in 
conductance from 1.17ܩ௢ to 1.02ܩ௢, which registers a corresponding stepwise change in force. 
The dotted vertical lines selectively highlight correlation between various steps in conductance 
and force. The inset shows a zoom-in view of the conductance trace at ~1.02ܩ௢. The retraction 
speed of the piezo is 5 nm/s. 
FIG. 6. (a) A zoom-in view of the conductance trace shown in Fig. 1(c), along with (b) the 
simultaneously measured force-elongation curve. The trace reveals small stepwise changes in 
conductance from 1.05ܩ௢ to 0.99ܩ௢, to 0.84ܩ௢ each of which registers a corresponding stepwise 
change in force. The retraction speed of the piezo is 5 nm/s. 
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FIG. 7. (a) A conductance trace whose last conductance plateau is consistently below 1ܩ௢. (b) 
Its simultaneously measured force-elongation curve. Inset in (a) shows details of the conductance 
trace and force-elongation curve for the plateau below 1ܩ௢. The retraction speed of the piezo is 5 
nm/s. 
FIG. 8. (a) Conductance trace whose last conductance plateau is consistently below 1ܩ௢. (b) Its 
simultaneously measured force-elongation curve. The retraction speed of the piezo is 5 nm/s. 
FIG. 9. (a) An example of a conductance trace that undergo random telegraphic noise in 
conductance, which registers a corresponding change in force, as shown in its simultaneously 
measured force-elongation curve in (b). The window emphasizes the correlation between RTN 
and corresponding change in force. The retraction speed of the piezo is 5 nm/s. 
FIG. 10. (a) An example of a conductance trace and (b) its corresponding force-elongation 
curve. The window highlights high frequency RTN at the plateau just above 1ܩ௢. The retraction 
speed of the piezo is 5 nm/s. 
FIG. 11. (a) An example of a two-level RTN and the corresponding changes in force. The dotted 
lines in (a) selectively highlight the close correlation between change in conductance and 
measured force corresponding to RTN. (b) An example of RTN that undergoes transition 
between more than two levels. The two (solid) windows in (b) highlight the close correlation 
between change in conductance and measured force corresponding to the complex RTN 
transitions. In the examples shown in (a) and (b), the piezo is stationary. 
FIG. 12. (a) A conductance trace consisting of RTN between two different atomic 
configurations. The inset shows a zoom-in view of the two levels in RTN. The dotted lines in the 
inset show the bins; bins that include stepwise transition are highlighted in green. (b) 
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Conductance histogram of the trace shown in (a). (c) Standard deviation of all the bins from the 
trace in (a). The data points within the red and blue ellipses in (c) correspond to the true standard 
deviation of Level-1 and Level-2, respectively. All other data points in (c) are artifacts arising 
from bins that contain the stepwise change between Level-1 and Level-2. 
FIG. 13. (a) A dust map showing true standard deviation versus conductance that excludes any 
stepwise transitions in the recorded traces. The dust map consists of over 61,000 data points. The 
retraction speed for individual traces is 3.5 pm/s. (b) Zoom-in view of the dust map in the 
vicinity of 1ܩ௢. The red curve in (b) is the average standard deviation of the dust map, whereas 
the green curve roughly outlines the lower bound of the standard deviation. 
FIG. 14. (a) Average standard deviation of the conductance juxtaposed with (b) the histogram 
shown in Fig. 3 with 5000 traces. 
FIG. 15. (a) Histograms built by superimposing various peak-to-peak amplitudes of mechanical 
oscillation on the retracting gold tip. Each histogram is built using 1000 traces. The inset shows 
the profile of the oscillations superimposed on the retracting tip. Retraction rate is 3.5 pm/s. (b) 
Zoom-in view of the first peak as a function of oscillation amplitude. In (a-b) count percentage 
(ordinate) is obtained by normalizing the counts between zero and 10ܩ௢ to 100%. 
Fig. 16. (a) Continuous and reversible change in conductance below and above 1ܩ௢ as the piezo 
is elongated and retracted for a two-atom contact whose net conductance is close to 1ܩ௢. (b) 
Saturation at 1ܩ௢ due to the availability of only a single channel for conductance across a single 
gold atom as the hallmark of conductance quantization. (c-d) Change in conductance versus 
elongation/retraction corresponding to (a-b), respectively. For (c) six contiguous cycles are 
plotted whereas for (d) three contiguous cycles are plotted. 
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FIG. 17. Conductance histograms for true one-atom contacts (blue trace) at three different 
amplitudes (a) 0.1 nm, (b) 0.2 nm, (c) 0.3 nm peak-to-peak. The red trace corresponds to two-
atom histogram in the vicinity of 1ܩ௢. The dotted trace is the cumulative total of all counts in the 
histogram. (d) Split conductance histograms to higher ܩ௢ values. For atomic configurations 
greater than a single-atom, the total counts may not be definitive owning to the possibility of, for 
example, a three-atom configuration having a conductance much less than 2ܩ௢.  
FIG. 18. (a) A profile of the tip oscillation for mechanical susceptibility (∆ܩ/∆݀) measurements 
of the contacts. (b) Example of a corresponding conductance response to the oscillation profile in 
(a). 
FIG. 19. (a) A prototypical example of a single-atom contact with near perfect transmission, 
highlighting saturation at 1ܩ௢. (b) Corresponding conductance versus tip oscillation trace. (c) A 
prototypical example of a two-atom contact with net conductance close to 1ܩ௢. (d) 
Corresponding conductance versus tip oscillation trace. 
FIG. 20. (a) A plot of mechanical susceptibility (∆ܩ/∆݀) versus conductance in the vicinity of 
1ܩ௢ (blue solid dots for true one-atom contacts and red open dots for two-atom contacts). Inset 
shows standard deviation of the data for single-atom contacts. Note the asymptotic drop in 
∆ܩ/∆݀ to zero for single-atom contacts, and a large jump in mechanical susceptibility for two-
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2.4  Contribution from 1 atom
 Contribution from 2 atoms
 Contribution from 3 atoms
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